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The Head Organiser’s
Vision
A single session, endless possibilities. EYP is
the key that opens many doors, in order to
find out which one hides your success you
need to open them all!
Dear friends! It is our great honour to be able to announce the 6th National
Selection Conference of EYP Slovenia in our beautiful capital Ljubljana, the
heart of the small, yet beautiful and diverse country of Slovenia. Built around
the medieval castle and with its unique old town centre, beautiful parks and
its own river named after it, the winner of the European green capital award
of 2016 could be easily mistaken for a town from fantasy books… But it is very
real. As the title suggests, the session and the city itself will offer you a myriad
of remarkable places to explore, people to meet and unique topics to discuss.

Self-development
As head organisers, we would like to emphasise the self-development and
further involvement of both our delegates and officials. We would strive to
provide a space where everyone can feel comfortable to explore and try new
things, no matter your role.

A Tailored Experience
While we are aware that people have different and specific fields of interest and potential, we would like to ensure that we tailor the many different
activities to all of our participants and in doing so also giving them the option to develop in their personal field of interest. This can only be achieved
through a dynamic session.

Representing a Wider EYP Perspective
We noticed that in EYP participants, both delegates and officials, tend to get
stuck in what the obligations of their specific role are. We would like to focus
on breaking down the barriers between roles to show a wider EYP perspective. This would include a more relaxed atmosphere between delegates and
officials. We would invite members of all teams to consider how they could
depict what their role is all about to other participants.

Getting to Know Ljubljana
Besides trying to unlock attendees’ potential, we would also like to make the
best use of the city itself. Visiting remarkable places during the city tour, usage of the green park for teambuilding, eating in the most interesting restaurants in Ljubljana and many other surprises will provide an unique experience
for every attendee. Our mission here is to present a picture of Ljubljana that
no one will ever be able to forget.

Final Words
In order to make the session as successful as intended, your help would be
strongly appreciated, because we believe that every individual contributes to
the session in his own way, which builds the diversity of the session and makes
it special.

Sincerely,
Marco Jacoangeli and
Luka Stankovic
Head Organisers of Ljubljana
2020

